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On the Connection of Gamma-Ray Bursts and X-Ray
Flashes in the BATSE and RHESSI Databases
J. Rˇı´pa • A. Me´sza´ros
Abstract Classification of gamma-ray bursts (GRBs)
into groups has been intensively studied by various
statistical tests in previous years. It has been sug-
gested that there was a distinct group of GRBs, be-
yond the long and short ones, with intermediate du-
rations. However, such a group is not securely con-
firmed yet. Strangely, concerning the spectral hardness,
the observations from the Swift and RHESSI satellites
give different results. For the Swift/BAT database it is
found that the intermediate-duration bursts might well
be related to so-called X-ray flashes (XRFs). On the
other hand, for the RHESSI dataset the intermediate-
duration bursts seem to be spectrally too hard to be
given by XRFs. The connection of the intermediate-
duration bursts and XRFs for the BATSE database is
not clear as well. The purpose of this article is to check
the relation between XRFs and GRBs for the BATSE
and RHESSI databases, respectively. We use an em-
pirical definition of XRFs introduced by other authors
earlier. For the RHESSI database we also use a trans-
formation between the detected counts and the fluences
based on the simulated detector response function. The
purpose is to compare the hardnesses of GRBs with the
definition of XRFs. There is a 1.3 − 4.2% fraction of
XRFs in the whole BATSE database. The vast majority
of the BATSE short bursts are not XRFs because only
0.7 − 5.7% of the short bursts can be given by XRFs.
However, there is a large uncertainty in the fraction
of XRFs among the intermediate-duration bursts. The
fraction of 1−85% of the BATSE intermediate-duration
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bursts can be related to XRFs. For the long bursts this
fraction is between 1.0% and 3.4%. The uncertainties
in these fractions are large, however it can be claimed
that all BATSE intermediate-duration bursts cannot be
given by XRFs. At least 79% of RHESSI short bursts,
at least 53% of RHESSI intermediate-duration bursts,
and at least 45% of RHESSI long bursts should not
be given by XRFs. A simulation of XRFs observed
by HETE-2 and Swift has shown that RHESSI would
detect, and in fact detected, only one long-duration
XRF out of 26 ones observed by those two satellites.
We arrive at the conclusion that the intermediate-
duration bursts in the BATSE database can be partly
populated by XRFs, but the RHESSI intermediate-
duration bursts are most likely not given by XRFs.
The results, claiming that the Swift/BAT intermediate-
duration bursts are closely related to XRFs do not hold
for the BATSE and RHESSI databases.
Keywords gamma-ray burst: general −
X-rays: bursts
1 Introduction
Gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) are diverse objects. The ex-
istence of two astrophysically different groups of GRBs,
denoted as “short-” and “long-duration” bursts, is now
well established (Mazets et al. 1981; Kouveliotou et al.
1993; Norris et al. 2001; Bala´zs et al. 2003; Borgonovo
2004; Me´sza´ros et al. 2006; Zhang et al. 2009). How-
ever, there is a non-negligible overlap in durations
between these two groups (Kann et al. 2010, 2011;
Bromberg et al. 2013; Tarnopolski 2015b).
In addition, the occurrence of a group of interme-
diate-duration GRBs in data samples of several satel-
lites has been intensively studied using various statis-
tical methods. It was suggested that there could be
2such a group (Horva´th 1998; Mukherjee et al. 1998;
Balastegui et al. 2001; Horva´th 2002; Varga et al. 2005;
Horva´th et al. 2008; Vavrek et al. 2008; Horva´th et al.
(2009); Horva´th 2009; Rˇı´pa et al. 2009; Huja et al.
2009; Horva´th et al. 2010; Zitouni et al. 2015). On
the other hand, several works doubt its existence
(Hakkila et al. 2000, 2003; Rajaniemi and Ma¨ho¨nen
2002; Koen and Bere 2012; Tarnopolski 2015a, 2016;
Narayana Bhat et al. 2016). Moreover, different sta-
tistical tests applied on different datasets of different
satellites give varying significance claiming its exis-
tence. Even though several statistical tests claimed
occurrence of this group, its astrophysical meaning is
not well established yet and it remains unclear. For ex-
ample, the anti-correlation between the hardness and
duration in the CGRO/BATSE1 (Fishman et al. 1994)
database is fully unclear (Horva´th et al. 2006).
Recently, two essential steps were taken in the clari-
fication of the physical meaning of these intermediate-
duration bursts. First, a detailed statistical analysis of
data from the Swift/BAT instrument2 (Gehrels et al.
2004) arrived at the conclusion that they are re-
lated to so-called X-ray flashes (XRFs) (Veres et al.
2010; Ko´bori et al. 2013). Second, a similar detailed
statistical analysis of the RHESSI 3 (Lin et al. 2002;
Smith et al. 2003; Hajdas et al. 2004; Wigger et al.
2004) database showed that the intermediate-duration
bursts in this database were similar to the short ones
(Rˇı´pa et al. 2012). This means that in this database
the intermediate-duration bursts are spectrally as hard
as the short ones, and thus they hardly can be identi-
fied with the spectrally soft XRFs. Hence, it is clear
that the instrumental effects are important concerning
the GRB classification.
The purpose of this article is to study the connection
of GRBs and XRFs both for the BATSE and RHESSI
datasets. The main aim is to estimate the fraction
of XRFs among the intermediate-duration GRBs sepa-
rately for both databases.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we
present a review of the definitions of XRFs. Sections 3
and 4 define the used samples and methods. In Sec-
tions 5 and 6 we study the BATSE and the RHESSI
databases, respectively. Section 7 discusses the in-
strumental effects of the BATSE, RHESSI, Swift, and
HETE-2 instruments. Section 8 summarizes the re-
sults.
1http://www.batse.msfc.nasa.gov/batse/grb/catalog
2http://swift.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/swift/swiftsc.html
3http://hesperia.gsfc.nasa.gov/hessi/index.html
2 Two definitions of XRFs
The notion of XRF was introduced by Heise et al.
(2001) for the bursts detected in the Wide Field Cam-
eras (WFC) on BeppoSAX 4 satellite in the energy
range 2 − 25 keV, but not detected in the Gamma-
Ray Bursts Monitor (GRBM) on the same satellite
in the energy range 40 − 700keV. Hence, XRFs are
soft long events, which emit mainly in the X-ray band
at <
∼
25keV (Heise et al. 2001; Vedrenne and Atteia
2009). Kippen et al. (2003) studied the peak energy
and peak flux distributions of XRFs observed by the
BeppoSAX /WFC instrument and compared them to
the spectral properties of the bright BATSE GRBs
(Preece et al. 2000). The authors claimed that XRFs
have significantly lower values of peak energy than the
bright BATSE GRBs with the Kolmogorov-Smirnov
(K-S) probability of PKS = 1.5 × 10
−8. They also
found that XRFs are inconsistent even with the weak-
est 5% of the bright BATSE GRBs with the K-S prob-
ability of PKS ≈ 10
−5. However, from their Figure 3 it
seems that XRFs are soft and weak events on the tail
of the GRB distribution. Kippen et al. (2003) stated
in their conclusion that XRFs could be a low-energy
extension of the long GRB population. Similarly, also
Sakamoto et al. (2005) concluded that XRFs and long
GRBs can arise from the same phenomenon.
Without going into details of the astrophysical mod-
els of XRFs we briefly review the three scenarios that
have been suggested to explain their origin:
1. In the high-redshift scenario a normal long GRB,
placed at a high redshift, would be seen as XRF due
to the shift of the peak energy to the X-ray band
(Heise 2003).
2. The off-axis model claims that XRFs are ordinary
long GRBs viewed off-axis of the relativistic out-
flow jet. Different jet structures have been proposed
to explain the properties of XRFs (Yamazaki et al.
2002; Dado et al. 2004; Eichler and Levinson 2004;
Lamb et al. 2005; Toma et al. 2005; Zhang et al.
2004).
3. It has also been suggested that the soft spectrum of
XRFs could be due to the intrinsic properties of the
long GRBs, e.g., sub-energetic or an inefficient fire-
ball (Dermer et al. 1999; Zhang and Me´sza´ros 2002;
Ramirez-Ruiz and Lloyd-Ronning 2002; Mochkovitch et al.
2004).
The origin of XRFs still remains unclear (Kouveliotou et al.
2012). This paper does not focus on specific models of
4http://www.asdc.asi.it/bepposax/
3XRFs and thus the question of the correctness of the
models will be omitted in this work.
Lamb and Graziani (2003); Lamb et al. (2004) and
Sakamoto et al. (2005) defined XRFs in the sample
of the HETE-2 satellite5 (Ricker et al. 2003) as those
events for which the ratio log[S2−30/S30−400] > 0,
where SEi−Ej defines the energy fluence in the energy
range Ei < E < Ej (in keV). Hereafter we will call this
HETE-2 XRF definition as “Def1”. Def1 implies that
for XRFs the fluence in the range of 30−400keV should
be smaller compared with the fluence in the range of
2−30keV. Since the ratio of the fluences is called “hard-
ness” (denoted by H) for the given energy ranges, it
is always necessary to precise which energy ranges are
used in the definition. For example, it can be written:
H 50−100
20−50
= S50−100/S20−50. Note that the used fluences
should have dimension erg cm−2.
Sakamoto et al. (2008) introduced a different defi-
nition of XRFs for the sample of the Swift satellite
which better suits the energy range of the BAT instru-
ment (15− 150keV). They defined an event as XRF if
0.76 > S50−100/S25−50 = H 50−100
25−50
. Hereafter we will
refer to this definition as “Def2”. Hence, Def2 means
that for XRFs the fluence in the range 50 − 100 keV
should be smaller than 76% of the fluence in the range
25− 50 keV.
The two definitions are not identical because they
use different energy bands. To compare them one needs
the form of the time integrated spectra.
We choose three spectral models to be considered in
our analysis: power law (PL); power law with exponen-
tial cutoff (CPL); and Band function (shortly “Band”,
Band et al. (1993)). The Band function with general
parameters takes the form
NE(E) =
{
f1(E) for E ≤ Ebreak
f2(E) for E ≥ Ebreak,
(1)
where
f1(E) = K1
(
E
Epiv
)α
exp
(
−
E
E0
)
, (2)
and
f2(E) = K2
(
E
Epiv
)β
. (3)
The amplitudes K1 and K2 are chosen so that
f1(Ebreak) = f2(Ebreak), i.e.
K2 = K1
[
(α− β)
E0
Epiv
](α−β)
exp(β − α), (4)
5http://space.mit.edu/HETE/
where Epiv is a fixed value usually at 100keV. Hence,
only one amplitude is independent. For E0 it holds
E0 =
Epeak
2 + α
=
Ebreak
α− β
, (5)
where Epeak is called peak energy and it must be α > β.
The differential photon spectrum NE(E) is in units
ph cm−2 s−1 keV−1 (“ph” refers to photon). In these
formulas E is the energy of photons in keV. In the
CPL model the whole spectrum is described by f1(E),
where the amplitude K1 is an independent free parame-
ter. For the PL model the whole spectrum is described
by f2(E), where the amplitude K2 is an independent
free parameter. The Band function has four indepen-
dent parameters, CPL (PL) has three (two) ones. In
the computation of hardnesses the amplitude K1 or
K2 is always cancelled, and hence we should consider
only three parameters in Eqs. (1-3) (α, E0, β). Instead
of E0 either Epeak or Ebreak can be used, too, due to
Eq. (5). For details of the GRB spectral models see,
e.g. Band et al. (1993); Lloyd and Petrosian (2000);
Me´sza´ros (2006); Wigger et al. (2008); Goldstein et al.
(2013). Add also that detailed statistical studies of
the spectra show that the best option for the three
needed parameters (α, E0, β) is to consider them as
independent variables (Bagoly et al. 1998; Ryde et al.
2005; Borgonovo and Bjo¨rnsson 2006; Bagoly et al.
2009; Axelsson and Borgonovo 2015).
For XRFs the typical peak energy in the Band func-
tion is Epeak = 30keV (Preece et al. 2000; Heise et al.
2001; Kippen et al. 2003; Sakamoto et al. 2005; D’Alessio et al.
2006; Sakamoto et al. 2008; Vedrenne and Atteia 2009).
Sakamoto et al. (2008) derived their definition of XRFs
for the Swift/BAT sample based on the typical spectral
parameters of XRFs: α = −1 for the low-energy spec-
tral index and β = −2.5 for the high-energy spectral
index with Epeak = 30keV, i.e. Ebreak = 45keV.
If we adopt this definition, we can extrapolate the
limiting hardness of XRFs for another energy band.
Since the energy fluence is
SE1−E2 =
∫ E2
E1
ENE(E)dE, (6)
one obtains, e.g. for S50−100/S20−50, where the energy
bands are partly below 45 keV,
S50−100/S20−50 =
∫ 100
50 Ef2dE∫ 45
20
Ef1dE +
∫ 50
45
Ef2dE
≈ 0.6. (7)
For S120−1500/S25−120 the XRF limiting hardness is
given as
S120−1500/S25−120 =
∫ 1500
120 Ef2dE∫ 45
25
Ef1dE +
∫ 120
45
Ef2dE
≈ 0.6.
4Fig. 1 The photopeak effective area of rear segments of
the RHESSI detectors in the range 30−2000 keV. The over-
all effective area is summed over all the nine detectors except
for malfunctioning No.2 and averaged over the six intervals
of the azimuth angle: 0◦ − 60◦, 60◦ − 120◦, 120◦ − 180◦,
180◦ − 240◦, 240◦ − 300◦, 300◦ − 360◦. The dependency is
shown for eleven different off-axis angles of incoming radia-
tion.
(8)
Comparing the two definitions one may say that
there are several problems and hence their use is never
straightforward.
First of all, the two different definitions are valid
for different energy bands. Of course, it is possible to
use Eq. (1-8) for the calculation of a hardness for any
other energy bands if one assumes a GRB spectrum.
However, this means that, e.g., the limiting values in
Eqs. (7) and (8) themselves can be changed due to the
change of the spectral parameters.
The second problem concerns Def1 itself, because for
the BATSE instrument and for the RHESSI satellite
the efficiency of the detection of the photons with ener-
gies smaller than ∼ (25 − 30) keV drops down rapidly.
Thus Def1 uses the energy bands which are - in essence
- not detected observationally. Concerning Def2 there
is no such problem as the energies ∼ (25 − 100) keV
are observed both by the BATSE instrument and by
the RHESSI satellite. In fact, this is the principle ar-
gument why Sakamoto et al. (2008) introduced Def2
instead of Def1 (Sakamoto et al. 2005) for the Swift
database.
A third problem arises from the dimension erg cm−2
of the fluences. Since the hardness itself is a ratio of two
fluences, it is a dimensionless number. Then it seems
that any dimension of the fluence can be used. For ex-
ample for the RHESSI satellite the fluence is available
in instrumental counts for the vast majority of bursts
and then a ratio of two such total counts from differ-
ent energy bands can also define a “pseudo-hardness”.
However, these two hardnesses, even for the same ob-
ject, in general need not be identical due to a specific
properties of the detector’s response.
Following mainly the second argument, which strong-
ly prefers the use of Def2 instead of Def1, we restrict
ourselves to Def2 in the following chapters. This means
that the definition of the XRF is following: An event is
classified as an XRF if 0.76 > S50−100/S25−50 and the
fluences S50−100 and S25−50 have dimensions erg cm
−2.
Add still that the application of this Def2 on the
BATSE and mainly RHESSI databases is never a sim-
ple task due to the instrumental effects. In addition,
the fluence measured by RHESSI is not given in units
erg/cm2. These effects will be discussed in more details
in the next sections. Here we note only the following.
Fig. 1 shows the photopeak effective area of the rear
segments of the RHESSI detectors. It is summed over
all nine detectors except for malfunctioning No.2. The
response function as well as the effective area used in
this work were provided by E. Bellm (private communi-
cation). The simulated response functions were based
on the satellite’s mass model in the Monte Carlo suite
MGEANT (for details see Bellm et al. (2008a); Bellm
(2010, 2011)). Most of the localized GRBs detected
by RHESSI were seen under the off-axis angle > 50◦
(see Fig. 2). Although the energy range 25 − 50 keV
used in Def2 is near the edge of the RHESSI ’s sensi-
tivity, the effective area for the off-axis angles > 50◦
is still sizeable. This suggests that one can still detect
fluence in that energy range. For the effective area of
the BATSE Large Area Detector (LAD) see, e.g. Fig. 3
of Fishman et al. (1985) or Fig. 1 of Pendleton et al.
(1999). Concerning BATSE, the measurements only
from LAD are used in this work. Similarly to RHESSI,
although the energy range 25− 50 keV is near the edge
of the sensitivity of BATSE LAD, the effective area is
still sizeable and fluence in that energy range is still
detectable. The above arguments strongly suggest the
use of Def2 with the XRF limiting hardness given by
Eq. (7) and Eq. (8) instead of Def1 for the BATSE in-
strument and RHESSI satellite, respectively.
In what follows we will use abbreviation “Def.” in-
stead of Def2.
5Fig. 2 The distribution of the off-axis angles of 104 local-
ized GRBs from the total sample of 427 GRBs observed by
the RHESSI satellite.
3 The samples
3.1 The BATSE samples
In the paper we will employ two types of BATSE Cata-
logs. The first one is BATSE Current Catalog6 (shortly
“Current Catalog”). It contains 2702 events and uses 4-
energy channel data in the energy range from 20 keV to
> 300keV. For our purpose the important information
(besides other records) included in this Catalog is: the
BATSE trigger numbers; T90 [s] durations; uncertain-
ties in T90 [s]; fluences S1 in channel 1 (20 − 50keV);
fluences S2 in channel 2 (50− 100keV); fluences S3 in
channel 3 (100−300keV); and 1 σ statistical uncertain-
ties in all fluences. All fluences and their uncertainties
have units of erg cm−2. The Current Catalog does not
contain the hardness ratios and they must be calculated
from the measured fluences. From 2702 events 1927
GRBs have simultaneously measured T90 with uncer-
tainties and three fluences (S1, S2 and S3) with uncer-
tainties.
The second one is the BATSE Complete Spec-
tral Catalog (shortly “Spectral Catalog”) released
in the electronic form7. For more details see also
Goldstein et al. (2013). This Spectral Catalog contains
time integrated spectral fits (fluence spectra) for 2106
events. It employs CONT data type and the medium
6http://gammaray.msfc.nasa.gov/batse/grb/catalog/current/
7http://www.batse.msfc.nasa.gov/∼goldstein/
energy resolution (MER) data type. It uses 14 channels
out of 16 energy channels. This corresponds to energies
between ∼ 25keV and ∼ 1.8MeV. For our purpose the
important information (besides other records) included
in this Catalog is: the BATSE trigger number; the best-
fit spectral parameters for PL, CPL, and Band func-
tions (fluence spectral information); the uncertainties
in the best-fit spectral parameters; the χ2 of each fit;
and the number of degrees of freedom of each fit. The
Spectral Catalog does not contain the hardness ratios
and they must be calculated from the measured spec-
tral parameters assuming a particular spectral model.
All 2106 events from the Spectral Catalog are present
in the Current Catalog as well.
3.2 The RHESSI sample
In the case of the RHESSI satellite we will use the
sample, which was used already by Rˇı´pa et al. (2009,
2012), and which contains 427 events. However, oppo-
sitely to the BATSE datasets, the accurate spectral fits
are possible only for about 67 GRBs of all 427 events.
The reason is that the RHESSI ’s detector (Smith et al.
2002) response function depends on the incident an-
gle of incoming photons and thus the knowledge of the
GRB sky position is essential to obtain a precise spec-
tral fit. However, there are only 104 localized GRBs
in the RHESSI database used. Also the measured flux
from a GRB should have a high signal-to-noise ratio
(S/N& 10) to allow a reliable spectral fit. This effect
further decreases the suitable GRBs because 37 local-
ized GRBs had S/N < 10. Hence, there are only 67
GRBs (67/427 ≈ 16%) in the RHESSI database for
which reliable spectral fits can be carried out. This
means that we cannot apply ProcI here and we will
provide ProcII only for the sample of 427 GRBs.
In addition, unlike in the BATSE sample, the flu-
ence in the RHESSI GRB database is not given in
units of erg cm−2. Instead, it is available in the in-
strumental counts. A ratio of two such numbers of
counts in different energy bands define a “pseudo-
hardness”. The database analyzed in works Rˇı´pa et al.
(2009, 2012) used the energy ranges of 25 − 120keV
and 120 − 1500keV. Hence, the “pseudo-hardness”
H˜ 120−1500
25−120
= C120−1500/C25−120 (cnt cnt
−1) can be de-
fined, where C are the numbers of the detected counts
in the given energy ranges. The conversion between the
“pseudo-hardness” H˜ 120−1500
25−120
(cnt cnt−1) and the hard-
ness H 120−1500
25−120
(erg cm−2 erg−1 cm2) will be described
in detail in Subsection 6.4.
64 The methods
In the determination of the fraction of XRFs in the
BATSE database we use the hardnessH21 ≡ H 50−100
20−50
=
S50−100/S20−50 because its energy range ensures sensi-
tivity at 30 keV, which is the typical peak energy in the
Band function of XRFs. For the separation of bursts
into three groups we use the classification published
by Horva´th et al. (2006) in their Fig. 1 on the hard-
ness H32 ≡ H 100−300
50−100
= S100−300/ S50−100. The group-
membership list itself was provided by I. Horva´th (pri-
vate communication).
There are 5 events with measured T90 with uncer-
tainties and simultaneously with measured fluence S1
(with uncertainties), but without measured fluence S3
(with uncertainties). On the other hand, there are 28
events with measured T90 (with uncertainties) and si-
multaneously with measured fluence S3 (with uncer-
tainties), but without measured fluence S1 (with un-
certainties). Fig. 3 shows the hardnesses H21,CURR and
H32,CURR calculated from the fluences S1, S2, and S3
from the Current Catalog plotted against each other.
The Pearson correlation coefficient between H21,CURR
and H32,CURR is 0.1 and between log H21,CURR and log
H32,CURR is 0.3. In reality, H21,CURR and H32,CURR
should be correlated since both values are related to
the spectral parameters. Perhaps the Pearson correla-
tion coefficients are low, because of the large error bars
of the hardnesses and thus large scatter of the data
points. The reason for the low correlation coefficients
can also be given by some unknown systematic errors
of the fluences in the BATSE Catalog. In any case, this
fact does not disfavor our method of deriving fractions
of XRFs in the BATSE datasets.
Since the energy ranges used in hardness H21 are not
exactly identical to the ranges of the hardnesses used in
Def., one can use two different procedures to decide if
there are XRFs in the BATSE database. First, one can
either calculate the hardnesses for the energy ranges
used in Def. for any burst, and then compare these
calculated hardnesses with the Def. limit, or, second,
one can calculate the limiting hardness H21 for XRFs,
and then compare it with the measuredH21 values. The
limiting H21 for XRFs is given by Eq. (7) and hence the
second procedure appears to be simpler. Nevertheless,
if there are measured spectral parameters for any burst,
then both procedures are possible, and it is obviously
better option to provide both procedures and compare
them. Concerning the BATSE dataset we will use both
procedures.
The methods used for the RHESSI sample cannot
be identical to that of the BATSE case, because for
RHESSI there is no equivalent of the Spectral Catalog.
Fig. 3 The hardnesses H21,CURR vs H32,CURR from the
BATSE Current Catalog for 1927 are shown.
This means that for RHESSI only the method, which is
analogous to the method based on the BATSE Current
Catalog, can be used. In addition, a care is needed
because the fluences are not given in units erg cm−2.
5 Fraction of XRFs in the BATSE database
5.1 Procedure I
In the first procedure (shortly “ProcI”) we take the
measured spectral parameters of the observed bursts,
then calculate the hardness ratios for the energy ranges
used in Def., and using the obtained hardnesses we de-
termine whether an object is classified as an XRF.
We use the Spectral Catalog. There are all bursts fit-
ted by the PL model. If there is any other fit using the
other model(s), then we take the best-fit one, i.e., the
model with the highest goodness-of-fit (GOF). We make
a restriction that we accept a fit only if GOF > 5%.
A further restriction is that a burst must also have a
measured T90 duration with uncertainties in the Cur-
rent Catalog. After these two restrictions the number
of remaining events is 1626, which is the sample used
in ProcI. From these events PL, CPL, and Band func-
tion were the best-fit models in 171, 906, and 549 cases,
respectively. From 1626 events 427 ones belong to the
short group, 81 objects belong to the intermediate one,
1066 objects belong to the long group, and 52 events are
not separated into the groups by Horva´th et al. (2006).
To provide ProcI for the 1626 events we calculate
the following hardnesses for any burst: H 50−100
25−50
, which
7Table 1 The numbers of events classified as XRFs (H 50−100
25−50
≤ 0.76) or GRBs (H 50−100
25−50
> 0.76) by Def. in ProcI. in the
BATSE sample. “Inter.” means the intermediate group; “No-group” means that no group-membership has been assigned
by Horva´th et al. (2006). The values not written in parentheses were obtained directly from the measured data. The values
written in parentheses are median and 90% CL obtained by method described in Subsection 5.5.
GRBs/XRFs Total PL CPL Band Short Inter. Long No-group
GRBs
1605 154 904 547 424 76 1055 50
(1593± 6) (152+4
−3) (898
+4
−3) (542
+4
−3) (427
+19
−35) (31
+62
−14) (1081
+18
−30) (50± 1)
XRFs
21 17 2 2 3 5 11 2
(33± 6) (19+3
−4) (8
+3
−4) (7
+3
−4) (7± 3) (3
+4
−2) (21
+6
−5) (2± 1)
Sum
1626 171 906 549 427 81 1066 52
(434+21
−36) (34
+65
−15) (1103
+18
−32)
Table 2 The numbers of events classified as XRFs (H21,CURR ≤ 0.6) or GRBs (H21,CURR > 0.6) by Def. in ProcII,
i.e. with hardness below or above the limit given by Eq. (7) in the BATSE sample. “Inter.” means the intermediate
group; “No-group” means that no group-membership has been assigned by Horva´th et al. (2006). The values not written
in parentheses were obtained directly from the measured data. The values written in parentheses are median and 90% CL
obtained by method described in Subsection 5.5.
GRBs/XRFs Total Short Inter. Long No-group
GRBs
1861 471 84 1302 4
(1857+7
−6) (481
+23
−39) (32
+67
−16) (1338
+20
−34) (4
+0
−1)
XRFs
71 23 15 32 1
(75+6
−7) (19
+7
−6) (14
+8
−6) (40
+5
−7) (1
+1
−0)
Sum
1932 494 99 1334 5
(501+23
−43) (45
+77
−19) (1378
+22
−38)
8is the hardness ratio used in Def.; H 50−100
20−50
≡ H21, which
is the hardness ratio calculable from the Current Cat-
alog. The second hardness H21 is calculated for check-
ing because then we have two H21 hardness values for
a given object: one from the Spectral Catalog (in what
follows denoted as H21,SPEC) and one from the Cur-
rent Catalog (in what follows denoted as H21,CURR).
Comparison of these two values allows us to test the
precision of ProcI.
The numbers of events classified as XRFs or GRBs
by Def. in ProcI are presented in Table 1. We find that
there are 1605 objects (98.7% of total 1626 events) with
hardness H 50−100
25−50
> 0.76 and 21 (1.3%) objects with
hardness H 50−100
25−50
≤ 0.76. This means that there are
1605 objects classified as GRBs and 21 objects classified
as XRFs. The numbers for the three spectral models
separately are provided, too. The CPL model and Band
function give similar fractions, being comparable with
the fractions of the whole sample, but for the PL models
the fraction of XRFs is remarkably high (17 [9.9%] from
171 events). Concerning the groups there are only few
XRFs for the short bursts (3 [0.7%] from 427 objects);
for the intermediate group the fraction of XRFs is the
highest (5 [6%] from 81 objects); for the long bursts the
fraction of XRFs is practically identical to that of the
whole sample (11 [1.0%] by Def. from 1066 objects);
and for the bursts with unknown group-membership the
fraction of XRFs is (2 [4%] from 52 objects).
5.2 Procedure II
In the second procedure (shortly “ProcII”) we take the
measured hardness ratios H21,CURR of the events from
the Current Catalog and compare them with the limit-
ing hardness for XRFs given by Eq. (7).
Fig. 4 shows the hardness ratioH21,CURR against the
T90 duration. The sample here contains 1932 events
because in this figure all BATSE GRBs having defined
hardness ratios H21,CURR and durations T90, both with
defined uncertainties, in the Current Catalog are plot-
ted. The horizontal solid line is the limit for XRFs
given by Eq. (7). The objects below (above) this line
are (are not) XRFs using ProcII. The number of GRBs
with hardness lower or equal to the XRF limit is 71, i.e.,
3.7% of the whole sample. For the three groups sepa-
rately one obtains: from the 494 short bursts 23 objects
(4.7% of the short ones) are below the limit; from the
99 intermediate GRBs 15 objects are below the limit
(15% of the intermediate ones); from the 1334 long
ones 32 objects are below the limit (2.4% of the long
ones). The numbers are also summarized in Table 2.
The two procedures gave similar - but not exactly
identical - results. The second procedure gave higher
Fig. 4 The hardness ratio H21,CURR vs. T90 durations of
1932 BATSE bursts with identified group of short (crosses),
intermediate (full circles), long bursts (open circles), and
ones without assigned group-membership (triangles). The
horizontal solid line is the XRF limit from Eq. (7). The
objects above this line are not classified as XRFs; the objects
below this line are classified as XRFs using ProcII. The
horizontal dash-and-dot line marks the confidence interval
(CI) meaning that any object lying above has a probability
of < 10−5 to be an XRF by Def. This CI was obtained
from the simulation shown in Fig. 9. The plotted error bars
were calculated from the uncertainties given in the BATSE
Current Catalog and using the error propagation theory.
fraction of XRFs in total sample as well as in the in-
dividual groups. Also the samples, used in ProcI and
ProcII, respectively, were not the same. Hence, a dis-
cussion of the two procedures with their uncertainties
is clearly required.
5.3 Precision of Procedure I
The first checking of ProcI can be done as follows. One
may expect that the two H21 hardnesses are identical.
Hence, statistically, H21,CURR and H21,SPEC should
give a linear relation H21,SPEC = H21,CURR with an
acceptable GOF.
A comparison of the two kinds of H21 is shown in
Fig. 5. There are 1560 bursts having both hardnesses
derived. This number follows from the fact that in
the sample, containing 1626 GRBs and used in ProcI,
66 objects did not have measured fluences needed for
the comparison with H21,CURR. We fitted the values
logH21,CURR and logH21,SPEC using the linear least
square fitting (Press et al. 2007) assuming a linear rela-
tion logH21,CURR = a+b logH21,SPEC. The two param-
9eters should have the values a = 0 and b = 1. The fit-
ting was done for the three spectral models separately.
To obtain the uncertainties in H21,SPEC, needed to
obtain the GOF, we proceeded as follows. Using the
measured spectral parameters and their uncertainties
from the Spectral Catalog we generated 10 000 Monte
Carlo (MC) simulated spectra for each event. We as-
sumed that the given uncertainties in the spectral pa-
rameters in the Spectral Catalog are one standard de-
viations of the Gaussian distribution. Concerning the
Band function we required α > −2.0, β < α and
Epeak > 0. Sometimes the simulated parameter β was
lower than -20. This occurred when there was a rela-
tively high uncertainty of this particular parameter. If
the energy E < 100keV then the integrated spectrum
can reach an extremely high values and lead to an over-
flow of the program during the numerical integration.
Therefore, we also introduced a condition: if β < −20
then we set β = −20. Concerning CPL we required
Epeak > 0. If these criteria were not met, the spectral
parameters were generated again.
The simulated spectra were numerically integrated
to obtain fluences and then the logarithms of hard-
nesses. Thus, for each event, a distribution of 10 000
logarithmic hardnesses was obtained. In such a distri-
bution the quantiles Q(0.3173/2) and Q(1 − 0.3173/2)
delimit the 68% mid quantile interval. Doing so
one derives the Gaussian-equivalent 1-σ interval de-
limited by −σlogH21,SPEC and +σlogH21,SPEC asymmet-
ric uncertainties, respectively. We used routine “FI-
TEXY” of the IDL8 Astronomy Users Library9 for fit-
ting because it accounts for the uncertainties along
both axes. This routine is based on the procedure
described by Press et al. (2007). It requires sym-
metric uncertainties. Therefore we used the mean
value σlogH21,SPEC of the asymmetric uncertainties
−σlogH21,SPEC and +σlogH21,SPEC . The symmetric un-
certainties in logH21,CURR were calculated from the
error propagation theory of the uncertainties in the flu-
ences mentioned in the BATSE Current Catalog.
8http://www.harrisgeospatial.com/ProductsandSolutions/
GeospatialProducts/IDL.aspx
9http://idlastro.gsfc.nasa.gov/
Fig. 5 A comparison of the two kinds of hardnesses H21
for 1560 bursts in the BATSE sample are shown separately
for three spectral models. The error bars of logH21,SPEC
delimit the 68% mid quantile interval and were calculated
using MC simulations as described in Section 5.3. The er-
ror bars of logH21,CURR are 1σ statistical uncertainties and
were calculated from the uncertainties given in the BATSE
Current Catalog and using the error propagation theory.
The solid line is the best fit. The dotted line denotes rela-
tion logH21,CURR = logH21,SPEC.
The best fit for PL spectral model (158 bursts) is fol-
lowing: a = 0.193± 0.006, b = 1.719± 0.044 with χ2 =
10
1815; the best fit for CPL spectral model (868 bursts)
is following: a = −0.003 ± 0.003, b = 1.441 ± 0.015
with χ2 = 8863; and the best fit for the Band func-
tion (534 bursts) is following: a = −0.054 ± 0.004,
b = 1.640± 0.020 with χ2 = 4596. In all three cases it
holds that GOF is in essence zero, and hence the fits are
not acceptable from the statistical point of view. From
the three figures it follows that fitting with a straight
line is incorrect, because for some objects the one sigma
error bars are far away from the best fit line. The essen-
tially zero GOF value claims that the scattering is too
large. In addition, both a and b lie away from the ex-
pected a = 0; b = 1 values. For all three spectral mod-
els the slope b is higher than b = 1 which means that
the relation between logH21,CURR and logH21,SPEC
is systematically steeper than it should be in case of
H21,CURR = H21,SPEC. This means there is a system-
atic error between H21,CURR and H21,SPEC. This sys-
tematic error can be probably explained by different
time intervals used in the fitting of the time-averaged
fluence spectra in the Spectral Catalog and in the cal-
culation of the fluences in the Current Catalog. Due
to the well known time evolution of the GRB spec-
tra over the different periods of their light curves (see
e.g. Kaneko et al. (2006)) such a systematic discrep-
ancy could occur. In the Spectral Catalog the time-
integrated fluence spectra were estimated over the dura-
tion of the observed emission, where the observed emis-
sion is defined as 3.5σ over the estimated background in
the 20− 2000keV energy range (Goldstein et al. 2013).
In the Current Catalog the fluences were obtained by
the integration over the T90 durations (G. J. Fishman,
private communication).
A second check of ProcI can be done as follows. One
may verify the correctness of the values H21,SPEC if
they are compared with H 50−100
25−50
. We note that hard-
nesses H 50−100
25−50
and H21,SPEC are both calculated from
the Spectral Catalog and thus they can be compared re-
gardless the systematic difference between theH21,SPEC
and H21,CURR values. This comparison is done in
Fig. 6. It shows a strong correlation between both
hardnesses. Pearson correlation coefficient is ρ = 0.998.
Moreover, the XRF limit from Eq. (7) and the highest
value in the left placed quadrants are different only by
0.02. This can also serve as an empirical upper value
of H21,SPEC for XRFs obtained from Def. The num-
ber of objects are shown in Table 3. They can also
serve as a test of ProcI with Def. The number of XRFs
following from the limit given by Eq. (7) is 29 (1.8%
of the whole sample). For the three groups separately
one has: from the 427 short bursts 4 objects (0.9%)
are XRFs; from the 81 intermediate-duration bursts
8 objects (10%) are XRFs; from the 1066 long ones
Fig. 6 The hardness ratio H21,SPEC vs. H 50−100
25−50
, both
calculated from the Spectral Catalog, for 1626 BATSE
bursts. The solid vertical line denotes the limit from Def.,
the horizontal solid line denotes the limit from Eq. (7).
The dashed horizontal line denotes the highest hardness
logH21,SPEC = −0.26 in the left placed quadrants. This
value can also serve as an empirical XRF upper limit for
H21,SPEC on Fig. 7. The dotted line is the best linear fit
between the logarithmic values.
15 objects (1.4%) are XRFs. In addition, from the
52 events without group-membership 2 objects (4%)
are XRFs (again the group-membership is taken from
Horva´th et al. (2006)). It can be said that the numbers
and their trends are similar to the values of Table 1, i.e.
similar to the results of ProcI.
Fig. 7 illustrates bursts with determined H21,SPEC
divided into the short, intermediate and long groups ac-
cording to the group-membership published by Horva´th et al.
(2006). This figure is similar to Fig. 4, but it uses the
sample containing 1626 events with the H21,SPEC val-
ues. The horizontal solid line is again the limit for
XRFs given by Eq. (7). The empirical limit from Fig. 6
(i.e., from Def.) is also shown. Note that in Fig. 7
there is not seen any clear separation between XRFs
and GRBs. It suggests that there might be no astro-
physical difference between XRFs and GRBs.
Reviewing the uncertainties of ProcI, one can see
that the values H21,SPEC and H21,CURR do not give an
acceptable one-to-one correspondence for a given ob-
ject. From the spectral models used the PL models
gave the highest difference between the fit and the ex-
pected logH21,SPEC = logH21,CURR, however one can-
not claim any significant differences among the spectral
models.
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Table 3 Numbers of BATSE events in four segments separated by the solid-lines in Fig. 6.; “Inter.” means the intermediate
group; “No-group” means that no group-membership is assigned by Horva´th et al. (2006). The values not written in
parentheses were obtained directly from the measured data. The values written in parentheses are median and 90% CL
obtained by method described in Subsection 5.5.
Quadrant Total PL CPL Band Short Inter. Long No-group
Top-left
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
(0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0)
Top-right
1597 148 902 547 423 73 1051 50
(1590± 6) (151+3
−4) (898
+3
−4) (542
+3
−4) (427
+19
−36) (31
+62
−14) (1078
+20
−28) (50± 1)
Bottom-left
21 17 2 2 3 5 11 2
(33± 6) (19+3
−4) (8
+3
−4) (7
+3
−4) (7± 3) (3
+4
−2) (21
+6
−5) (2 ± 1)
Bottom-right
8 6 2 0 1 3 4 0
(3± 3) (1+3
−1) (0
+2
−0) (0
+2
−0) (0
+1
−0) (0
+1
−0) (2
+3
−2) (0
+1
−0)
Sum 1626 171 906 549 427 81 1066 52
Fig. 7 Left: The hardness ratios H21,SPEC vs. T90 durations of the BATSE GRB sample containing 1626 GRBs. The
crosses, full and open circles have the same meaning as the objects on Fig. 4; the open triangles denote GRBs with no
group-membership, because they are not mentioned by Horva´th et al. (2006). The dashed line denotes the highest hardness
of an observed event still classified as XRF using Def. (see Fig. 6). It can serve as an empirical XRF upper limit. The solid
line defines the limit from Eq. (7). Right: A similar plot, but with displayed dash-and-dot lines marking the confidence
intervals (CIs) and meaning that any object above the given line has a probability of < 10−5, 0.1%, 0.3%, 0.5%, 0.6%, and
0.7%, respectively, to be an XRF by Def. These CIs were obtained from the simulation shown in Fig. 9. The error bars of
logH21,SPEC delimit the 68% mid quantile interval and were calculated using MC simulations as described in Section 5.3.
Error bars of T90 were obtained from the uncertainties given in the BATSE Current Catalog. Different colors of data points
correspond to different best-fit spectral models.
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5.4 Precision of Procedure II
In order to check the precision of ProcII one has to
check the precision of the limit from Eq. (7). To pro-
vide this checking, we performed numerical simulations
as follows. We took the best fit spectral parameters
of the Band function of GRBs in the BATSE Spectral
Catalog for the cases where the GOF was greater than
5%. From the 2106 bursts in the Catalog 1548 events
had determined parameters of the Band function, then
from the 1548 events 1178 ones had GOF > 5%. The
parameters were taken from the ranges: −2 < α ≤ 2,
β ≥ −5, and Epeak ≥ 7 keV, which further limited the
size of the sample to 1077 events. The obtained dis-
tributions of these spectral parameters are shown in
Fig. 8. Note that similar distributions were published
already in Preece et al. (2000); Bissaldi et al. (2011);
Goldstein et al. (2013). Using these distributions we
simulated 1 million mock GRB spectra and then calcu-
lated the hardnesses H 50−100
25−50
, and H21.
The result of the simulation is presented in Fig. 9.
The figure shows the relation between the hardness
H 50−100
25−50
used by Def. and the hardness H21. In what
follows we mark the number of XRFs in the simula-
tion due to Def. (H 50−100
25−50
< 0.76) as nXRF. Oppositely
we mark the number of GRBs in the simulation due
to Def. (H 50−100
25−50
> 0.76) as nGRB. It holds that if
above an arbitrarily chosen horizontal line defined by
H21,i there are nXRF,i and nGRB,i events then for any
object above this line the probability that it is an XRF
is P = nXRF,i/(nXRF,i + nGRB,i). On the other hand,
the probability that an object below this line is not an
XRF is P ∗ = n∗GRB,i/(n
∗
XRF,i + n
∗
GRB,i), where n
∗
GRB,i
and n∗XRF,i are the numbers of the events below this
line. The probability P above the solid horizontal line
H21 ≈ 0.6 given by Eq. (7) is P = 5 × 10
−2%. This
means the probability of an event above this line to be
an XRF due to Def. The probability P ∗ below this solid
horizontal line is P ∗ = 0.967. This means that above
the line given by Eq. (7) there is only P = 5× 10−2%
probability for an XRF to be wrongly identified, but
below this line an ordinary GRB can well be wrongly
identified as an XRF by a high 96.7% probability. In
Fig. 9 there are marked following confidence intervals
(CIs): P < 10−5, P = 0.1%, P = 0.3%, P = 0.5%,
P = 0.6%, and P = 0.7%, respectively. These con-
fidence intervals are also shown in Fig. 7 illustrating
their effects on the real data. Table 4 summarizes the
values from the simulation.
It is interesting to compare the value logH21 =
−0.20 for the confidence interval P < 10−5 from Fig. 9,
i.e. the highest hardness of an XRF by Def. obtained
from the simulations, with the limiting XRF hardness
obtained by Eq. (7), logH21 ≈ −0.24. Both values are
very similar, which supports the correctness of the limit
following from Eq. (7).
All this means that the fractions of XRFs - summed
in Table 2 - are confirmed.
Table 4 The table summarizes the confidence intervals P
marked at given hardnesses H21,i in Fig. 9. The quanti-
ties nXRF,i (H21 ≥ H21,i and H 50−100
25−50
≤ 0.76) and nGRB,i
(H21 ≥ H21,i and H 50−100
25−50
> 0.76) are the numbers of XRFs
and GRBs by Def. with hardness H21 ≥ H21,i in the simula-
tion, respectively. The P is the probability that any object
with H21 ≥ H21,i is an XRF by Def.
logH21,i nXRF,i nGRB,i P (%)
-0.20 1 989370 < 10−3
-0.25 994 992630 0.1
-0.29 2987 992678 0.3
-0.36 4989 992678 0.5
-0.41 5993 992678 0.6
-0.53 6998 992678 0.7
5.5 Uncertainties in the numbers of GRBs/XRFs
In order to determine the uncertainties in the numbers
of GRBs and XRFs mentioned in Tables 1-3 we proceed
as follows.
1. The uncertainties in the T90 duration effect the
classification of the bursts into the short, interme-
diate, and long groups. To account for that we
take BATSE Current Catalog and calculate hard-
nesses H32,CURR, which is the hardness used by
Horva´th et al. (2006) in the GRB classification. We
take only the events for which the hardness ratios
H32,CURR and durations T90 with measured uncer-
tainties are defined. This gives us a sample of 1954
events.
2. We calculate the uncertainties in log
H32,CURR from the standard error propagation the-
ory.
3. Next, for each event, we add the random Gaussian
noise to logH32,CURR with the mean value the same
as the measured value and the standard deviation
the same as 1σ uncertainty in logH32,CURR. Thus
we obtain shifted values logH ′32,CURR.
4. Then, for each event, independently on log
H32,CURR, we add the random Gaussian noise to
logT90 with the mean value the same as the mea-
sured value and the standard deviation the same as
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1σ uncertainty in logT90. Thus we obtain shifted
values logT ′90.
5. We follow the method described by Horva´th et al.
(2006) to determine a new group-membership as-
signed to each event in this “shifted” sample. This
means we follow their Eqs. (1-2) to fit the sum
of three bivariate Gaussian distributions on the
{logT ′90; log H
′
32,CURR} plane, then maximize the
Likelihood function L (see their Eq. (3)), calculate
the membership probabilities (see their Eq. (5)), and
finally from the maxima of the membership probabil-
ities a group-membership is assigned to each event.
6. We repeat steps 3. − 5. 1000× which gives us 1000
unique lists each containing 1954 bursts with as-
signed group-memberships.
In the steps 3. and 4. we restrict the “shifted”
hardness and duration to be in the range −3 ≤
logH ′32,CURR ≤ 4 and −3 ≤ logT
′
90 ≤ 4. If the
“shifted” logH ′32,CURR or log T
′
90 were not in this range
we generated the random Gaussian noise again. The
reason is that if an event has relatively high uncertain-
ties it can be often shifted too far from the overall dis-
tribution and the likelihood L would go to −∞. There
were two such events with very high uncertainties in
hardness which made fitting impossible, that is why
we introduced these restrictions. These restrictions are
wide enough and they do not effect the vast majority
of the events.
We used the “AMOEBA” function under the IDL
programming language for finding the best fit of the
sum of three bivariate Gaussian distributions by max-
imizing the likelihood L. The “AMOEBA” function is
based on the routine with the same name described in
Press et al. (2007).
Concerning the estimation of the uncertainties in the
numbers of XRFs/GRBs in Table 2 we proceed as fol-
lows.
1. For each event of the 1932 bursts displayed in Fig. 4,
we add the random Gaussian noise to logH21,CURR
with the mean value the same as the measured value
and the standard deviation the same as 1σ uncer-
tainty in logH21,CURR. Thus we obtain “shifted”
values logH ′21,CURR.
Fig. 8 The distributions of the spectral parameters of
the Band function of 1077 GRBs from the BATSE Spectral
Catalog.
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2. Next, using the “shifted” values of log
H ′21,CURR we calculate the numbers of GRBs and
XRFs as described in Subsection 5.2. We use one of
the 1000 lists with assigned group members of bursts
as described above in point 6.
3. We repeat these points 1.− 2. 1000× and each time
we use a different list with the assigned group mem-
bers of bursts.
4. This gives us distribution of the fractions of XRFs/
GRBs for each group separately and in total. From
these distributions we calculate the medians and
90% confidence levels (CL). These results are writ-
ten in parenthesis in Table 2.
Concerning the estimation of the uncertainties in the
numbers of XRFs/GRBs in Tables 1 and 3 we pro-
ceed as follows. The values in these tables were ob-
tained by comparing H21,SPEC and H 50−100
25−50
, both cal-
culated using the BATSE Spectral Catalog. The sam-
ple contains 1626 events and there is a strong corre-
lation between both hardnesses (see Fig. 6). Pearson
correlation coefficient is ρ = 0.998. Therefore, one
cannot treat them as independent variables. The lin-
ear least square fitting (Press et al. 2007) assuming a
linear relation logH21,SPEC = a + b logH 50−100
25−50
gives
a = −0.113± 0.001, b = 1.120 ± 0.003 with χ2 = 34.3
and GOF = 1.0. The linear fit is perfectly acceptable.
Same as in Subsection 5.3 we used routine “FI-
TEXY” for fitting because it accounts for the un-
certainties along both axes. It requires symmet-
ric uncertainties. Therefore we used the mean val-
ues σlogH21,SPEC = 〈−σlogH21,SPEC ; +σlogH21,SPEC 〉 and
σlogH 50−100
25−50
= 〈−σlogH 50−100
25−50
; +σlogH 50−100
25−50
〉 of the
asymmetric uncertainties. Therefore we proceed as fol-
lows.
1. For each event of the 1626 bursts displayed in Fig. 9,
we add the random Gaussian noise to logH 50−100
25−50
with the mean value the same as the measured value
and the standard deviation the same as σlogH 50−100
25−50
.
Thus we obtain “shifted” values logH ′50−100
25−50
.
2. Next, due to the strong correlation between
H21,SPEC and H 50−100
25−50
we do not add a random
noise to hardnesses logH21,SPEC, but we calculate
“shifted” values logH ′21,SPEC from the best linear
fit mentioned above, i.e. logH ′21,SPEC = −0.113 +
1.12 logH ′50−100
25−50
.
3. Then, using the “shifted” values of the logH ′50−100
25−50
and logH ′21,SPEC, we calculate the numbers of GRBs
Fig. 9 The hardness ratio H21 vs. H 50−100
25−50
of 1 million
simulated GRB spectra. The vertical (horizontal) solid line
is the XRF limit from Def. (Eq. (7)). The events which lie
on the left from the vertical solid line are classified as XRFs
by Def. The events which lie below the horizontal solid line
are classified as XRFs using the limit given by Eq. (7). The
dash-and-dot lines mark the CIs meaning that any object
above that line has a probability of < 10−5, 0.3%, 0.5%,
0.6%, and 0.7%, respectively, to be an XRF by Def.
and XRFs as described in Subsection 5.1. We also
calculate the number of events in each of four quad-
rants in a similar plot as shown in Fig. 9, but this
time with logH ′50−100
25−50
and logH ′21,SPEC. We use one
of the 1000 lists with assigned group members of
bursts as described above in point 6.
4. We repeat these points 1.− 3. 1000× and each time
we use a different list with the assigned group mem-
bers of bursts.
5. This gives us distribution of the fractions of XRFs /
GRBs for each group separately and in total as well
as the distributions of the number of the events in
the four quadrants of Fig. 9. From these distribu-
tions we calculate the medians and 90% CL uncer-
tainties. These results are written in parenthesis in
Tables 1 and 3.
5.6 Summary of the fraction of XRFs
The fractions of XRFs in the BATSE samples by ProcI
(Table 1), from checking of ProcI (Subsection 5.3), and
by ProcII (Table 2) are summarized in Table 5.
The fractions of XRFs obtained by different pro-
cedures have the same trend. The largest fraction
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of XRFs is in the group of intermediate-duration
bursts. ProcII gives systematically larger fractions
of XRFs. The reason can be because the uncertain-
ties in logH21,CURR (used in ProcII) for the groups of
short and intermediate-duration bursts are larger than
the uncertainties in logH21,SPEC (used in ProcI). This
larger scatter in logH21,CURR can contribute to the
larger fraction of XRFs when ProcII is used (compare
Fig. 4 and Fig. 7). This suggests that ProcI might
be more reliable than ProcII in case of the BATSE
datasets. In any case, taking into account all these un-
certainties, and hence the large scatters in the fractions,
it can be claimed that the whole entire intermediate-
duration group cannot be given by XRFs only.
6 Fraction of XRFs in the RHESSI database
6.1 Determination of the fraction
For ProcII and the RHESSI sample the limiting hard-
ness of XRFs logH 120−1500
25−120
≈ −0.2 is given by Eq. (8).
However, this value of hardness should be converted
into the “pseudo-hardness” H˜ 120−1500
25−120
in order to pro-
vide ProcII, because we have the measured “pseudo-
hardness” for 427 objects. The details of this conver-
sion will be presented in Subsection 6.4 and in Fig. 13.
Here we use only the results from Fig. 13 with marked
CIs meaning that any object above the given “pseudo-
hardness” H˜ 120−1500
25−120
,i has a probability of< 10
−5, 0.1%,
0.2%, 0.5%, 1.0%, 2.0%, and 3.0%, respectively, to be
an XRF by using the limit from Eq. (8).
Fig. 10 shows the “pseudo-hardness” H˜ 120−1500
25−120
against the T90 duration. That figure is similar to Fig-
ure 1 of Rˇı´pa et al. (2012), but here we add the CIs
for the XRF limit. The objects above the most up-
per horizontal dash-and-dot line, i.e., the < 10−5 CI
(log H˜ 120−1500
25−120
> −0.04), are not XRFs. The objects
below this line can already be XRFs by using the limit
given by Eq. (8). The numbers of events above and
below the < 10−5 CI are summarized in Table 6. From
that table it follows that there are 232 objects with
log H˜ 120−1500
25−120
> −0.04, i.e., 54.3% of the whole sample,
which are not XRFs. For the groups separately one
obtains: from the 42 short bursts 40 objects (95% of
the short ones) are above the limit; all 18 intermediate-
duration bursts are above the limit; from the 367 long
ones 174 objects (47.4% of the long ones) are above the
limit. Here the classification into the groups is the one
used by Rˇı´pa et al. (2012). These results imply that for
the RHESSI sample at least 95% of the short burst,
all intermediate-duration bursts, and at least 47.4% of
the long ones are not given by XRFs. The two short
Fig. 10 The “pseudo-hardness” H˜ 120−1500
25−120
(cnt cnt−1)
vs. T90 durations with identified short, intermediate, and
long groups of the 427 RHESSI GRBs as published by
Rˇ´ıpa et al. (2012). The CL marks the confidence levels
of the best maximum likelihood fit with three bivariate
lognormal functions as calculated and described in paper
Rˇ´ıpa et al. (2012). Here we add the dash-and-dot lines
which mark the confidence intervals meaning that any ob-
ject above the given line has a probability of < 10−5, 0.1%,
0.2%, 0.5%, 1.0%, 2.0%, and 3.0%, respectively, to be
an XRF by using the limit given by Eq. (8). These con-
fidence intervals were obtained from the simulation shown
in Fig. 13. Objects colored orange are the ten GRBs (see
Tables 9 and 10) selected to check the conversion between
H 120−1500
25−120
(erg cm−2 erg−1 cm2) and H˜ 120−1500
25−120
(cnt cnt−1)
employing the simulated response function of the detector
(see Fig. 13). The numbers refer to the measurements in
Table 10. The error bars were taken from Rˇ´ıpa et al. (2009,
2012). The green triangle marks GRB 030528 observed
both by RHESSI and HETE-2 and classified as XRF by
Sakamoto et al. (2005).
bursts, which are below the < 10−5 CI limiting line (see
Fig. 10), could potentially be outliers.
6.2 Precision of the fraction
To check the precision of ProcII we proceed similarly
to Subsection 5.4 and check the precision of the limit
from Eq. (8) itself. A numerical simulation was carried
out as follows. We used the distributions of the GRB
spectral parameters of Band function from Fig. 8 and
simulated 1 million mock events. Then we calculated
the hardnesses H 50−100
25−50
and H 120−1500
25−120
.
The result of the simulation is presented in Fig. 11.
It shows the relation between the hardnessH 50−100
25−50
used
by Def. and the hardness H 120−1500
25−120
. Similarly to Sub-
section 5.4 we mark the number of XRFs in this sim-
ulation due to Def. (H 50−100
25−50
< 0.76) as nXRF. Op-
positely we mark the number of GRBs due to Def.
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Table 5 A summary of the fractions of XRFs [%] in the BATSE samples by different procedures. The values summarizes
Tables 1, 2 and Subsection 5.3. “Total” means fraction from a whole sample. “Short”, “Inter.”, and “Long” mean fractions
in the individual groups. “No-group” means fraction of the events without assigned group-membership. “N/A” means not
applicable because in ProcII all events in the sample had assigned group-membership. The fractions written in parentheses
were obtained from the median and 90% CL uncertainties in the numbers described in Subsection 5.5.
Procedure Total Short Inter. Long No-group
ProcI
1.3 0.7 6 1 4
(2.0± 0.4) (1.6+0.9
−0.7) (9
+28
−8 ) (1.9
+0.6
−0.5) (4± 2)
Checking of ProcI 1.8 0.9 10 1.4 4
ProcII
3.7 4.7 15 2.4 N/A
(3.9+0.3
−0.4) (3.8
+1.9
−1.3) (31
+54
−25) (2.9± 0.5) N/A
Table 6 The numbers of bursts with the “pseudo-hardness” H˜ 120−1500
25−120
above and below the < 10−5 CI (log H˜ 120−1500
25−120
=
−0.04) for the XRF limit following from Eq. (8) for the RHESSI sample and for the three groups separately classified
by Rˇ´ıpa et al. (2012). The values not written in parentheses were obtained directly from the measured data. The values
written in parentheses are median and 90% CL obtained by method described in Subsection 6.3.
Total Short Intermediate Long
log H˜ 120−1500
25−120
> −0.04
232 40 18 174
(234+8
−6) (39
+2
−5) (22± 6) (175
+8
−9)
log H˜ 120−1500
25−120
≤ −0.04
195 2 0 193
(193+6
−8) (2± 1) (1± 1) (189± 7)
Sum
427 42 18 367
(41+2
−5) (22
+8
−6) (364± 5)
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(H 50−100
25−50
> 0.76) as nGRB. It holds that if above
any horizontal line defined by H 120−1500
25−120
,i there are
nXRF,i and nGRB,i events then for any event above
this line the probability that it is an XRF is P =
nXRF,i/(nXRF,i+nGRB,i). The probability P above the
solid horizontal line H 120−1500
25−120
≈ 0.6 given by Eq. (8)
is P = 0.0005. This means that an event above this
line has only 0.05% probability to be an XRF. For the
numbers of the events below the horizontal line the sim-
ulation gives P ∗ = n∗GRB,i/(n
∗
XRF,i + n
∗
GRB,i) = 0.836.
This means that above the line given by Eq. (8) there is
only 0.05% probability for an XRF to be wrongly iden-
tified as not an XRF, but below this line an ordinary
GRB can be wrongly identified as an XRF by a high
83.6% probability. This also means that the limit from
Eq. (8) is in fact a strong upper limit.
It is interesting to compare the value log H 120−1500
25−120
=
−0.14 from Fig. 11, i.e., the highest possible hardness
H 120−1500
25−120
of an XRF by Def. (obtained in the sim-
ulation) with the limiting XRF hardness obtained by
Eq. (8), logH 120−1500
25−120
= −0.20. Both values are very
similar, which also supports the correctness of the limit
following from Eq. (8).
Fig. 11 The hardness ratio H 120−1500
25−120
vs. H 50−100
25−50
of
1 million simulated GRB spectra. The vertical (horizontal)
solid line is the XRF limit from Def. (Eq. (8)). The events
which lie on the left from the vertical solid line are classified
as XRFs by Def. The events which lie below the horizontal
solid line are classified as XRFs by using the limit from
Eq. (8). The dash-and-dot line marks the highest hardness
H 120−1500
25−120
of an XRF by Def. obtained in the simulation.
6.3 Uncertainties in the numbers
In order to determine the uncertainties in the numbers
mentioned in Table 6 we proceed similarly to Subsec-
tion 5.5. The uncertainties in the T90 duration effect the
classification of the bursts into the short, intermediate,
and long groups. The uncertainties in the “pseudo-
hardness” H˜ 120−1500
25−120
effect the number of bursts above
or below the limiting value. To account for that we
proceed as follows.
1. For each event in the RHESSI sample we add the
random Gaussian noise to log H˜ 120−1500
25−120
with the
mean value the same as the measured value and
the standard deviation the same as 1σ uncertainty
in log H˜ 120−1500
25−120
. Thus we obtain shifted values of
log H˜ ′ 120−1500
25−120
.
2. Next, for each event, independently on log H˜ 120−1500
25−120
,
we add the random Gaussian noise to logT90 with
the mean value the same as the measured value and
the standard deviation the same as 1σ uncertainty
in logT90. Thus we obtain shifted values of logT
′
90.
3. We follow the method described by Horva´th et al.
(2006) to determine the group-membership assigned
to each event in this “shifted” sample.
4. Then, using the “shifted” values of log H˜ ′ 120−1500
25−120
we count the numbers of events with log H˜ ′ 120−1500
25−120
above or below -0.04 for each group separately and
in total as described in Subsection 6.1.
5. We repeat steps 1.− 4. 1000× which gives us distri-
butions of the numbers of bursts above and below
the limiting “pseudo-hardness” as well as the distri-
butions of the numbers of short-, intermediate-, and
long- duration bursts.
6. From these distributions we calculate the medians
and 90% CL uncertainties. These results are written
in parenthesis in Table 6.
6.4 Conversion of the two types of hardnesses
In order to convert the hardness H 120−1500
25−120
(erg cm−2
erg−1 cm2) defined as a ratio of fluences into the
“pseudo-hardness” H˜ 120−1500
25−120
(cnt cnt−1) defined as a
ratio of detected counts, and vice versa, we proceed as
follows:
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1. We begin with the distribution of the measured GRB
spectral parameters α, β and Epeak of Band func-
tion from the BATSE Spectral Catalog as shown in
Fig. 8.
2. From this distribution we randomly create an en-
semble of 50 000 sets of α, β and Epeak. This makes
a basis of our sample of simulated GRB spectra.
3. We integrate each simulated spectrum in the energy
ranges 25 − 120keV and 120 − 1500keV; then we
calculate hardness H 120−1500
25−120
(erg cm−2 erg−1 cm2).
4. After that we use the RHESSI response function
to obtain the number of counts in the same en-
ergy ranges. We calculate the “pseudo-hardness”
H˜ 120−1500
25−120
(cnt cnt−1) as follows:
H˜Ecnt,1−Ecnt,2
Ecnt,3−Ecnt,4
=
C
Ecnt,1−Ecnt,2
C
Ecnt,3−Ecnt,4
, (9)
where
C
Ecnt,i−Ecnt,j
=
∫ t2
t1
∫ Eph,2
Eph,1
∫ Ecnt,j
Ecnt,i
S NE(Eph)
R(Eph, Ecnt) dEph dEcnt dt.
(10)
Here NE is the differential photon spectrum of
the incident radiation (see Eqs. (1-3)) in units
ph cm−2 s−1 keV−1; S is the detector area in cm2;
R is the detector response function (differential,
i.e., normalized by the count energy) in units
cnt ph−1 keV−1 (“ph” and “cnt” refer to photon
and count, respectively); Eph is the incident pho-
ton energy; Ecnt is the measured count energy. We
use Ecnt,1 = 120keV, Ecnt,2 = 1500keV, Ecnt,3 =
25keV, Ecnt,4 = 120 keV, Eph,1 = 25keV and
Eph,2 = 30000keV to determine the sensitivity range
of the detector. t1 and t2 are the start and the end
time of the analyzed flux, respectively. An example
of the RHESSI detector response function is shown
in Fig. 12.
5. Since the RHESSI detector response depends on the
off-axis angle of the incoming X-ray photons, we cal-
culate the steps II.−IV. using the response functions
for the eleven different off-axis angles, particularly
for 15◦, 30◦, 45◦, 60◦, 75◦, 90◦, 105◦, 120◦, 135◦,
150◦, and 165◦. The off-axis angles 0◦ and 180◦
mean the front direction (direction from the Sun)
and the rear direction, respectively. The overall
response functions were also averaged over the re-
sponses in the six intervals of the azimuth angle:
0◦ − 60◦, 60◦ − 120◦, 120◦ − 180◦, 180◦ − 240◦,
Fig. 12 An example of the used RHESSI off-axis detector
response function provided by E. Bellm (private communi-
cation) for the off-axis angle 90◦, averaged over all azimuth
angles, and normalized by the sizes of the count energy bins.
We used only the rear segments of all nine detectors expect
for the malfunctioning No. 2. The displayed response func-
tion R is normalized by its maximum value, so it ranges
from 0 to 1.
240◦ − 300◦, 300◦ − 360◦. The reason is that the
satellite spins along its axis with period ≈ 4 s.
6. As the number of the observed GRBs by the rear
segments of the RHESSI detector depends on the
off-axis angle, the number of the simulated GRB
spectra for different off-axis angles must be accord-
ingly weighted. There were 104 localized GRBs in
our RHESSI sample and thus there were 104 known
off-axis angles of these GRBs. Fig. 2 shows their dis-
tribution. We weighted the number of the simulated
GRB spectra for each off-axis angle proportionally
to the frequency of the GRB observations for the
given off-axis angle bin. Table 7 shows the concrete
numbers of these simulated spectra.
Since the energy bins of the provided detector re-
sponse functions started from 30 keV and did not ex-
actly match the edges 25 keV, 120keV, 1500keV of the
needed energy ranges used in the “pseudo-hardness”
H˜ 120−1500
25−120
, we linearly extrapolated and interpolated
them in order to match the desired energy binning. We
use the responses for the rear segments of the detectors
and we use all the nine detectors except for No.2 which
has been shown to be malfunctioning. This means that
we use the same detectors and segments as they were
used in the work by Rˇı´pa et al. (2009). Fig. 13 shows
the dependence between H˜ 120−1500
25−120
and H 120−1500
25−120
to-
gether with CIs of the XRF limit following from Eq. (8).
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Table 7 A summary of the distribution of the 104 localized
GRBs in the RHESSI sample, together with the weighted
number of the mock GRB spectra for each off-axis angle.
∆θa θsim
b Nobs
c Nsim
d
(deg) (deg)
〈7.5 ; 22.5) 15.0 3 8333
〈22.5 ; 37.5) 30.0 1 2778
〈37.5 ; 52.5) 45.0 6 16667
〈52.5 ; 67.5) 60.0 9 25000
〈67.5 ; 82.5) 75.0 13 36111
〈82.5 ; 97.5) 90.0 18 50000
〈97.5 ; 112.5) 105.0 11 30556
〈112.5 ; 127.5) 120.0 13 36111
〈127.5 ; 142.5) 135.0 8 22222
〈142.5 ; 157.5) 150.0 13 36111
〈157.5 ; 172.5) 165.0 9 25000
aThe boundaries of the off-axis angle bins of the
measured distribution for the localized GRBs.
bThe off-axis angles for which the RHESSI detector
response function were used.
cThe frequency of the observed GRBs for the given
off-axis angle bin.
dThe weighted number of the simulated GRB spectra
for the given off-axis angle.
The confidence intervals CIs were calculated as fol-
lows. Assume that there are n˜XRF events above an ar-
bitrarily chosen horizontal line marked by H˜ 120−1500
25−120
,i,
i.e. H˜ 120−1500
25−120
≥ H˜ 120−1500
25−120
,i, with H 120−1500
25−120
≤ 0.6. As-
sume also that there are n˜GRB non-XRF events above
the same horizontal line (H˜ 120−1500
25−120
≥ H˜ 120−1500
25−120
,i), with
H 120−1500
25−120
> 0.6. The limiting value ≈ 0.6 (logarith-
mic value ≈ −0.2) follows from Eq. (8) and is denoted
in Fig. 13 by a solid vertical line. Then the probabil-
ity P that any object above H˜ 120−1500
25−120
,i is an XRF is
P = n˜XRF/(n˜XRF + n˜GRB). Fig. 13 shows the < 10
−5,
0.1%, 0.2%, 0.5%, 1.0%, 2.0%, and 3.0% CIs, respec-
tively. Table 8 summarizes the “pseudo-hardnesses” for
the given CIs, the numbers of XRFs and GRBs follow-
ing from the limit given by Eq. (8), which are above the
given H˜ 120−1500
25−120
,i, and the probabilities P .
Additionally, to check further the conversion be-
tween H 120−1500
25−120
(erg cm−2 erg−1 cm2) and H˜ 120−1500
25−120
(cnt cnt−1), we select ten localized GRBs with different
durations and “pseudo-hardnesses” H˜ 120−1500
25−120
from the
database used by Rˇı´pa et al. (2009). Hence, we verify
the numerical simulations by a further analysis of real
measured data. Since we need a fitting of the spectrum
for this verification, there are only 67 suitable objects
that can be used. To have a good fitting from these 67
Fig. 13 Conversion between the hardness H 120−1500
25−120
(erg cm−2 erg−1 cm2) and the “pseudo-hardness”
H˜ 120−1500
25−120
(cnt cnt−1) for RHESSI GRBs. Different
color marks the hardness of the simulated GRB spectra
with photons coming into the detector under different
off-axis angles running from 15◦ to 165◦ (displayed is a
cut-out of the whole distribution). Crosses denote the real
measured GRBs with numbers referring to the values in
Table 10. The vertical line marks the XRF limit from
Eq. (8). The dash-and-dot lines mark the confidence
intervals meaning that any object above the given line has
a probability of < 10−5, 0.1%, 0.2%, 0.5%, 1.0%, 2.0%,
and 3.0%, respectively, to be an XRF by using the limit
given by Eq. (8).
GRBs we took only the objects, which had S/N ratios
even higher, namely above 26. With this higher cut 39
objects remained. From them we have chosen randomly
10 GRBs in order to check the conversion. The dura-
tions T90 of these bursts spread between 0.34 s and 77 s
and the logarithmic “pseudo-hardnesses” log H˜ 120−1500
25−120
spread between -0.13 and 0.35. These ten objects are
also shown in Fig. 10.
We fit the spectra and derive the spectral parame-
ters α, β and Epeak. In four cases we fitted the Band
function to the spectrum, because it was possible to de-
termine well the spectral parameters. Nevertheless, in
six cases the spectrum was better described by the CPL
(see Eq. (2)). The fitted spectra were time averaged
over the intervals ∆tspec similar to the T90 durations
of the bursts as published by Rˇı´pa et al. (2009). The
background count spectrum, averaged over the certain
time intervals before and after the given GRB, was sub-
tracted from the total observed count spectrum during
the fitting procedure.
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Table 8 The table summarizes the confidence inter-
vals P marked at given “pseudo-hardness” H˜ 120−1500
25−120
,i
in
Fig. 13. The quantities n˜XRF,i (H˜ 120−1500
25−120
≥ H˜ 120−1500
25−120
,i
and H 120−1500
25−120
≤ 0.6) and n˜GRB,i (H˜ 120−1500
25−120
≥ H˜ 120−1500
25−120
,i
and H 120−1500
25−120
> 0.6) are the numbers of XRFs and GRBs
(in the simulation) classified by Def. with the “pseudo-
hardness” H˜ 120−1500
25−120
higher or equal to H˜ 120−1500
25−120
,i
corre-
sponding to the given confidence level P , respectively. The
limiting value 0.6 is given by Eq. (8). The P is the prob-
ability that any object with H˜ 120−1500
25−120
higher or equal to
H˜ 120−1500
25−120
,i
is an XRF following the limit in Eq. (8).
log H˜ 120−1500
25−120
,i n˜XRF,i n˜GRB,i P (%)
-0.04 1 109130 < 10−3
-0.30 221 220441 0.1
-0.46 525 261856 0.2
-0.50 1342 266931 0.5
-0.55 2735 270724 1.0
-0.68 5636 276124 2.0
-0.78 8553 276528 3.0
Next, we integrated the fitted spectra, derived the
fluences S120−1500 (erg cm
−2) and S25−120 (erg cm
−2) in
the energy ranges 25 − 120keV and 120 − 1500keV,
respectively, and calculated the hardnesses H 120−1500
25−120
.
Importantly, we also derived the detected counts and
calculated the “pseudo-hardness” H˜ 120−1500
25−120
(cnt cnt−1)
for the same time intervals ∆tspec from the background-
subtracted count light curves (background was sub-
tracted by fitting a linear or quadratic function as a
background model to the certain time intervals before
and after the given GRB).
The results of the spectral fits are summarized in Ta-
ble 9. The obtained fluences, detected counts and both
hardnesses are written in Table 10. The comparison of
these real data with the simulated values indicate that
the trend is the same (see Fig. 13).
7 Discussion of the instrumental effects
7.1 Types of the biases
In the previous two sections we obtained the results that
for the BATSE database not all of the intermediate-
duration GRBs can be identified as XRFs; for the
RHESSI database we obtained that either none or only
a small minority of the intermediate-duration GRBs
can be related to XRFs. These two results seem to be
in a contradiction with the result of Veres et al. (2010),
which claims a close relation of the Swift ’s intermediate-
duration GRBs with XRFs. In fact, there can be two -
essentially different - explanations for this discrepancy.
First, it can either happen that something is wrong in
these analyses, or, second, it can be that all three results
are correct and the different conclusions simply follow
from the instrumental effects of the satellites. The pur-
pose of this section is to debut the second alternative.
The instrumental effects indeed play an important
role in the classification of GRBs based on the dura-
tions, fluences, spectral properties and on the hard-
nesses. For example, the ratio of numbers of detected
short to long GRBs depends on the instrument’s en-
ergy range sensitivity, because the shorter GRBs tend
to be harder (Qin et al. 2013). Different trigger cri-
teria applied for different missions might also affect
the results in the measured GRB distributions. It is
also known that the T90 of a burst depends on the
energy range of the detector used, because lower de-
tector’s energy sensitivity leads to the longer mea-
sured T90 (Richardson et al. 1996; Bissaldi et al. 2011;
Qin et al. 2013). Another instrumental effect which
can play a role is that a detector with a rather small
effective area in a given energy range will pick up
the peaks of the time profiles of GRBs. This would
lead to the underestimation of T90 durations (tip-of-
the-iceberg effect) as well as to the overestimation of
the hardness ratio due to the hardness-intensity cor-
relation (Golenetskii et al. 1983; Liang and Kargatis
1996; Borgonovo and Ryde 2001; Kocevski et al. 2003;
Kocevski and Petrosian 2013). This can be the case
for the RHESSI satellite, because the maximum effec-
tive area, as shown in Fig. 1, is only 142 cm2. The
effective area of the Swift/BAT is ≈ 1400cm2 (on-
axis maximum)10 and the maximal effective area of
CGRO/BATSE (LAD) is ≈ 1900 cm2 (Fishman et al.
1985). Compared to these the RHESSI ’s effective area
is about an order of magnitude smaller.
Any discussion of the instrumental biases can be a
highly complicated task - see, for example, a discus-
sion for the BATSE database in Horva´th et al. (2006).
Roughly, there are two types of biases, which can be im-
portant for the purpose of this article, and hence they
should be discussed - at least briefly. The first type of
the bias is given by the errors of the given quantities
of a given GRB measured by a given instrument. The
second type of the bias is given by the fact that differ-
ent satellites have different instrumentations. We used
the measured T90, measured fluences, and the measured
spectral parameters. Hence, the first type can cause
10http://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/heasarc/caldb/swift/docs/
bat/SWIFT-BAT-CALDB-BTI-V6.pdf
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Table 9 Spectral fits of the RHESSI GRBs used to check the conversion between H 120−1500
25−120
(erg cm−2 erg−1 cm2) and
H˜ 120−1500
25−120
(cnt cnt−1).
GRBa Reference Modelc αd βe Epeak
f Rangeg ∆tspec
h dofi χ2r
j
Timeb (keV) (keV) (s)
020418 17:43:08.4 CPL −0.652+0.071
−0.072 — 718
+59
−51 24-1700 2.77 89 1.19
021020 20:12:51.3 Band −0.98+0.16
−0.18 −2.34
+0.15
−0.30 271
+57
−41 24-2000 14.4 89 0.78
021201 05:30:04.0 CPL −0.51+0.19
−0.16 — 1180
+210
−158 24-3000 0.51 96 1.17
021205 03:17:24.3 CPL −1.79+0.14
−0.13 — 219
+76
−66 24-3000 76.3 93 0.76
030922B 18:30:50.2 Band −1.100+0.094
−0.090 −2.47
+0.16
−0.21 424± 45 24-3000 11.0 92 0.86
0310271,2 17:07:11.6 CPL −1.476+0.045
−0.043 — 323
+18
−16 24-3000 39.2 93 1.22
0311111,2 16:45:19.3 Band −1.099± 0.052 −2.19+0.09
−0.11 724
+81
−80 24-3000 4.08 92 1.50
0507173,4 10:30:54.9 CPL −1.151± 0.048 — 1930+442
−324 24-5000 9.50 97 1.14
0611213 15:23:32.0 Band −0.28+0.13
−0.14 −2.11
+0.10
−0.12 379
+43
−40 34-2600 14.7 86 0.91
0611263 08:48:01.6 CPL −0.72+0.17
−0.14 — 722
+109
−87 24-3000 16.6 93 0.94
aThe RHESSI GRB number.
bThe starting time of the time-averaged spectrum.
cThe fitted spectral model.
dα is the low-energy spectral index or only spectral index in case of CPL.
eβ is the high-energy spectral index.
fEpeak is the peak energy.
gThe energy range used for the fit.
hThe time interval during which the time-averaged spectrum was obtained.
iThe number of degrees of freedom.
jThe reduced χ2 of the fit.
Note: All mentioned errors are 1σ statistical errors. The following references already published spectral fits given by RHESSI : 1Bellm
(2010), 2Wigger et al. (2008), 3Bellm et al. (2008b), 4Wigger et al. (2006).
that these quantities are uncertain due to standard em-
pirical errors following from the instrumentation of a
given satellite. The second type can even cause a given
GRB to be detectable by a particular satellite, but not
detectable by another one.
For the sake of completeness it must also be noted
that other types of biases can be present. For exam-
ple, it is possible to discuss two hypothetical datasets
for a given satellite containing both the GRBs that
are actually detected and the GRBs that would be de-
tected by an ideal detector - see the Subsection 4.3. of
Horva´th et al. (2006). Since for our purpose the empir-
ically determined hardnesses are sufficient, this type of
discussion can be omitted in this work.
Concerning the first type of biases here an eventual
change of a T90 value for a given GRB due to an error
would cause a horizontal shift in the T90 vs. hardness
figure, which would not change its position with respect
to the horizontal XRF limiting values, however it would
effect the classification into the short-, intermediate-,
and long-duration classes and thus effect the numbers
of XRFs distributed among them. The durations with
their errors are usually accurately determined in the
datasets used. This allowed us to study such an effect
in Subsections 5.5 and 6.3. The hardnesses of GRBs
are calculated from the fluences, which are either cal-
culated from the spectra or are given in detected counts.
All these effects constitute sources of uncertainty. Any
change in the hardness value causes a vertical shift in
the T90 vs. hardness figure. Hence, the biases in the
hardness values are very important in this study. This
was the reason of the detailed discussions of the un-
certainties in the previous two sections. After these
detailed discussions we can say that the first type of bi-
ases gave large uncertainties, but the results collected
in Table 1 and Table 6, respectively, hold. On the other
hand, because the hardnesses are differently defined for
the BATSE, RHESSI and Swift databases, a compar-
ison of these instruments is still needed to discuss the
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Table 10 Fluences, total counts and hardness ratios of the RHESSI GRBs used to check the conversion between
H 120−1500
25−120
(erg cm−2 erg−1 cm2) and H˜ 120−1500
25−120
(cnt cnt−1).
Ref.a GRBb S25−120
c
S120−1500
d
C25−120
e
C120−1500
f
H 120−1500
25−120
g
H˜ 120−1500
25−120
h
θ
i
(10−6erg cm−2) (10−6erg cm−2) (cnt) (cnt) ( erg cm
−2
erg cm−2
) ( cnt
cnt
) (deg)
1 020418 1.386 ± 0.053 12.91 ± 0.29 3 013± 103 4 649 ± 102 9.32± 0.41 1.54 ± 0.06 100.5
2 021020 6.61 ± 0.23 19.30 ± 0.47 7 210± 181 7 372 ± 219 2.92± 0.13 1.02 ± 0.04 114.8
3 021201 0.204 ± 0.031 3.70± 0.15 481 ± 34 1 074± 43 18.16 ± 2.86 2.23 ± 0.18 129.3
4 021205 11.70 ± 0.66 18.6± 1.2 9 978± 357 7 367 ± 381 1.59± 0.14 0.74 ± 0.05 116.9
5 030922B 5.75 ± 0.22 21.25 ± 0.42 7 245± 154 8 310 ± 165 3.70± 0.16 1.15 ± 0.03 144.3
6 031027 18.52 ± 0.35 40.23 ± 0.74 23 785± 314 19 462± 341 2.17± 0.06 0.82 ± 0.02 101.5
7 031111 7.61 ± 0.17 41.15 ± 0.58 10 164± 127 14 224± 144 5.41± 0.14 1.40 ± 0.02 155.6
8 050717 2.45 ± 0.12 18.71 ± 0.46 3 510± 125 5 902 ± 147 7.64± 0.41 1.68 ± 0.07 110.8
9 061121 2.69 ± 0.10 19.75 ± 0.40 5 607± 139 7 768 ± 190 7.35± 0.30 1.39 ± 0.05 85.3
10 061126 1.63 ± 0.16 13.99 ± 0.45 2 863± 133 5 048 ± 188 8.57± 0.87 1.76 ± 0.11 133.7
aThe reference number of the measurements (see Fig. 10 and Fig. 13).
bThe RHESSI GRB number.
cThe fluence at the energy range 25− 120 keV obtained from the spectral fit.
dThe fluence at the energy range 120 − 1500 keV obtained from the spectral fit.
eThe total detected counts in the range 25− 120 keV in the time interval ∆tspec from a GRB (background subtracted).
fThe total detected counts in the range 120− 1500 keV in the time interval ∆tspec from a GRB (background subtracted).
gThe hardness calculated as a ratio of two fluences S120−1500/S25−120.
hThe “pseudo-hardness” calculated as a ratio of the detected counts C120−1500/C25−120 .
iThe off-axis angle, i.e., the angle between the axis of the detector and the direction to the given GRB.
Note: All mentioned errors are 1σ statistical errors.
second type of biases. This is briefly done in the fol-
lowing subsection.
7.2 Comparison of the Swift, BATSE and RHESSI
data
For the Swift database Veres et al. (2010) “found ev-
idence that the intermediate population is closely re-
lated to XRFs”. This evidence was obtained from a
Swift sample containing 408 GRBs. In this sample
24 soft GRBs were identified as XRFs by applying the
XRF definition introduced by Sakamoto et al. (2008).
Then it was shown that all these 24 GRBs were the
members of the intermediate group with high probabil-
ities (Table 7 of Veres et al. (2010)). This procedure
doubtlessly implies a strong relation between the inter-
mediate group and XRFs. However, 24 objects define
only a 5.9% fraction of the whole sample. On the other
hand, the intermediate group itself gives a higher frac-
tion (12%, see Table 1 of Veres et al. (2010)). From
Figure 2 of Veres et al. (2010) it also follows immedi-
ately that - roughly - only the half of the intermediate
group is below the XRF limit. Hence, no strict conclu-
sion can be said about the relation of the intermediate-
duration GRBs to XRFs being above the XRF limit
from their Figure 2. This implies that even for the Swift
database it can be argued that roughly only half of the
intermediate-duration GRBs are certainly XRFs and
a strong one-to-one identification of the intermediate-
duration bursts to XRFs cannot be claimed yet.
A comparison of the intermediate-duration bursts of
the BATSE and Swift datasets, respectively, shows im-
mediately that these two sets of GRBs are different.
For the Swift database it is clear from Figure 2 and Fig-
ure 8 of Veres et al. (2010) that the intermediate group
contains the softest GRBs. In addition, there is no
anti-correlation between the hardness and duration T90.
Contrary to this, for the BATSE’s intermediate group
there is a strong anti-correlation between the hardness
and T90 (see Figure 1 of Horva´th et al. (2006)), because
there the intermediate group contains also hard GRBs
having hardnesses comparable with the hardnesses of
the short GRBs. In any case, this anti-correlation for
the BATSE’s intermediate group remains further a cu-
rious phenomenon.
This behaviour of the two groups could be an in-
strumental effect, because the Swift satellite is de-
tecting photons only below 150 keV. In other words,
it is possible that Swift simply cannot detect some
hard intermediate-duration GRBs, which are still de-
tectable by BATSE. This different instrumental be-
haviour means that the short hard bursts give only
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8% of all GRBs in the Swift database (Table 1 of
Veres et al. (2010)), but in the BATSE database the
short hard bursts give 25% of all GRBs (Table 2 of
Horva´th et al. (2006)). For the short hard GRBs this
difference can be partially given by that difference in
the energy sensitivity. This can also occur for the
spectrally hard part of intermediate-duration bursts
- BATSE could detect them, but Swift cannot. An-
other instrumental effect responsible for this difference
is that in the BATSE case, if the detectors see excess in
the light curve, this means detection. However, in the
Swift/BAT case, not only the excess in the light curve
is needed, but also a new source needs to be identified
in the image to get the position. Swift/BAT requires
more photons to successfully image short GRBs.
Concerning the RHESSI -Swift relation the RHE-
SSI ’s intermediate-duration GRBs are on average as
hard as the short GRBs. RHESSI is more sensi-
tive for the higher photon energies and thus spectrally
harder GRBs should be more populated in the RHESSI
database than in the Swift one.
Different fractions of XRFs - concerning the inter-
mediate-duration GRBs in the BATSE, RHESSI and
Swift databases - might be caused by different satel-
lite instrumentations. A more precise work employing
the instruments’ response functions and trigger criteria
would be required to confirm that claim.
7.3 Comparison of RHESSI, BeppoSAX, HETE-2, and
Swift
We checked the published lists of XRFs
(D’Alessio et al. 2006; Sakamoto et al. 2005, 2008) de-
tected by BeppoSAX, HETE-2, and Swift and searched
if there was also a detection by RHESSI. We found
that GRB 030528 detected by HETE-2 and classified
as XRF by Sakamoto et al. (2005) was also observed
by the RHESSI satellite (see Fig.14) and is presented
in our sample. Sakamoto et al. (2005) reported that
this XRF had T90 = 49.2± 1.2 s, Epeak = 32± 5 KeV,
the amplitude of the spectral fit normalized at 15KeV
K15 = (14± 2) ×10
−2 ph cm−2 s−1 keV−1, and the en-
ergy fluence at the range 2 − 400 keV S = (119 ± 8)
×10−7 erg cm−2. This means it had the highest flu-
ence of all the 16 detected HETE-2 XRFs with a typical
Epeak and long duration. RHESSI detected this XRF
with T90 = 21.5± 1.7 s and H˜ 120−1500
25−120
= 0.59± 0.1. Al-
though, this is only one confirmed detection of an XRF
by RHESSI it demonstrates that RHESSI can detect
long-duration XRFs if they are bright enough. We note
that RHESSI also detected flashes from Soft-Gamma-
Repeaters (Smith et al. 2003; Hurley et al. 2005) which
are sources of soft gamma radiation (. 150keV)
(Mereghetti 2008).
Fig. 14 The count-curve of GRB 030528 as observed by
RHESSI by all rear detector segments (except for the mal-
functioning No.2). This event was also detected by HETE-2
and classified as XRF.
Moreover, we performed simulations testing the de-
tectability of the HETE-2 and Swift XRFs by RHESSI
using its detector response function and the real mea-
sured background.
We took the spectral parameters of the time av-
eraged spectra of XRFs detected by HETE-2 (Ta-
ble 3 of Sakamoto et al. (2005)) and Swift (Table 1 of
Sakamoto et al. (2008)).
Then using these spectral parameters we simulated
spectra of XRFs and folded them with the RHESSI ’s
response function summed over all rear segments of all
detectors (except the malfunctioning No. 2) and aver-
aged over all azimuth angles.
We used the response function for the off-axis angles
θsim nearest to the actual off-axis angles θ of the sim-
ulated XRFs according to their celestial coordinates,
the orientation of RHESSI, and the trigger times of the
XRFs. When the actual off-axis angle θ was not avail-
able then we used response function for θsim = 90
◦ as
approximation.
Next, since the spectral parameters provided in
Sakamoto et al. (2005) and Sakamoto et al. (2008) are
time averaged, we assumed constant light curves of du-
rations T equal to the durations of the actual XRFs
(see Table 4 of Sakamoto et al. (2005) and Table 1 of
Sakamoto et al. (2008)).
Having these simulated photon fluxes of XRFs folded
with the RHESSI ’s response function one obtains the
total number of detector counts CXRF which would be
registered by RHESSI over the duration T and energy
range 25− 1500keV.
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The next step was to compare CXRF with the real
background. We fitted the measured RHESSI count
rates by a linear function in a ±50 s interval around the
trigger times of the detected HETE-2 and Swift XRFs.
Then we calculated the average background count rates
nbkg at the times of the triggers. When the RHESSI
data were not available then we used mean value nbkg =
2000 cnt s−1 of all other 18 measured background count
rates. The total number of detector counts by RHESSI
due to the background summed over the duration T
and in the range 25− 1500keV was Cbkg = Tnbkg.
The last step is to calculate S/N. Following the way
the S/N was calculated in the RHESSI database in
Rˇı´pa et al. (2009) one has S/N = CXRF/√
CXRF + 2Cbkg because CXRF = Ctot − Cbkg, where
Ctot is the total number of counts in the detector. In
the RHESSI database used by (Rˇı´pa et al. 2009) and
in this work only the events with S/N > 6 were used.
The results of these simulations are shown in Ta-
ble 11. We found that only one XRF out of 26 investi-
gated ones is detectable by RHESSI. It is GRB 030528
with S/N = 8.5 obtained from the simulation. This
XRF was actually detected by RHESSI as described
above.
We also tested the detectability of XRFs at “best”
conditions, i.e. for θsim = 90
◦ and nbkg = 1150 cnt s
−1
which is the minimal background rate from measured
ones in Table 11. θsim = 90
◦ provides the highest af-
fective area especially at low energies (see Fig.1). The
resultant S/N is above 6 only for GRB 030528. For
other five XRFs the S/N is above 3: GRB 021104 (S/N
= 3.9), GRB 030823 (S/N = 5.8), GRB 030824 (S/N =
4.4), GRB 050416A (S/N = 3.6), GRB 060923B (S/N
= 3.5).
From these simulations we conclude that the vast
majority of HETE-2 and Swift XRFs is not detectable
by RHESSI. Only sufficiently bright XRFs with sig-
nificant flux above 25 keV, like GRB 030528, can be
detected assuming the average background.
8 Conclusions
The astrophysical meaning of the intermediate-duration
GRBs remains an open question. After Veres et al.
(2010) it seemed that the question was answered,
because it was claimed that the Swift intermediate-
duration bursts can be related to XRFs. The results
of this article show that this point of view can hold for
the BATSE database (at least partially), but it most
likely does not hold for the RHESSI dataset.
Summing up we conclude:
1. For the BATSE databases we used different spec-
tral models and different GRB samples. No essen-
tial difference followed from the different spectral
models and from the different samples. Only the
fractions of XRFs were determined with large scat-
ters. After these detailed studies we deduced that
there was a 1.3−4.2% fraction of events classified as
XRFs in the BATSE dataset. For the three groups
separately we obtained that the vast majority of
the BATSE short bursts are not XRFs: specifi-
cally, only 0.7 − 5.7% of the short bursts can be
given by XRFs; a 1 − 85% fraction of the BATSE
intermediate-duration bursts, and a 1.0−3.4% frac-
tion of the long bursts as identified by Horva´th et al.
(2006) can be given by XRFs. The lower limit for
intermediate-duration bursts (1%) is so small that
one cannot exclude that this small fraction is given
by outliers and the BATSE database does not con-
tain any XRFs from the intermediate-duration group
whatsoever. On the other hand, even at the other
marginal case, 15% of intermediate GRBs cannot
be identical to XRFs - hence not all bursts of the
entire intermediate-duration group can be identical
to XRFs.
2. For the RHESSI dataset a detailed analysis of the
hardness of GRBs was provided. The connection
of the hardness and the “pseudo-hardness” was in-
tensively studied - both by using numerical simula-
tions and by analysing the actual data. The short
and the intermediate-duration GRBs, as identified in
works Rˇı´pa et al. (2009) and Rˇı´pa et al. (2012), were
found most likely not to be associated with XRFs.
For the sake of precision it should be added that
there are three short GRBs, which can potentially
be XRFs. However, even taking these into account
more than 79% of short GRBs should not be XRFs,
and at least 53% of RHESSI intermediate-duration
bursts should not be XRFs. At least 45% of the
RHESSI long bursts are not given by XRFs. A sim-
ulation of XRFs observed by HETE-2 and Swift has
shown that RHESSI would detect, and in fact de-
tected, only one long-duration XRF out of 26 ones
observed by those two satellites. Concerning the
RHESSI intermediate-duration bursts, the conclu-
sion that they are most likely not given by XRFs,
was expected from the fact that their hardnesses are
too high and actually they are comparable with the
hardnesses of the short bursts.
3. In the hardness vs. T90 duration plots there is not
seen any apparent separation between XRFs and
GRBs at the hardnesses given by the XRF limits
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used in this work and in the intermediate-to-long du-
rations. This suggests that XRFs could constitute
a soft tail of the long GRB population and could
arise from the same phenomenon as stated already
by Kippen et al. (2003) and Sakamoto et al. (2005).
4. A close relation of the intermediate-duration bursts
and XRFs, suggested by Veres et al. (2010) from
the Swift database, does not hold for the other two
databases. The intermediate-duration bursts in the
BATSE database can be partly populated by XRFs,
but the RHESSI intermediate-duration bursts are
most likely not given by XRFs. In fact, this is the
key result of this paper.
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Table 11 Results of the detectability of the simulated HETE-2 and Swift XRFs by RHESSI using its detector response
function and the measured background.
GRB Modela θb θsim
c T d nbkg
e Cbkg
f CXRF
g S/Nh
(deg) (deg) (s) (103 cnt s−1) (105 cnt) (102 cnt)
010213 Band N/A 90 34.4 N/A 6.88 1.20 0.3
010225 CPL N/A 90 9.8 N/A 1.96 4.03 2.0
011019 CPL N/A 90 24.6 N/A 4.92 1.92 0.6
011130 PL N/A 90 50.0 N/A 10.00 1.43 0.3
011212 PL N/A 90 57.7 N/A 11.54 4.16 0.9
020317 CPL 155.9 150 10.0 N/A 2.00 0.72 0.4
020625 CPL 132.7 135 41.9 1.86 7.79 0.04 0.0
020903 PL 166.6 165 13.0 1.15 1.50 0.14 0.1
021021 CPL 155.0 150 49.2 2.97 14.61 0.29 0.1
021104 CPL 151.7 150 31.4 1.94 6.09 4.21 1.2
030416 PL 142.1 135 78.6 2.21 17.37 2.78 0.5
030429 CPL 147.9 150 24.6 2.03 4.99 2.73 0.9
030528 Band 169.7 165 83.6 1.96 16.39 48.90 8.5
030723 PL 155.8 150 31.3 2.17 6.79 3.39 0.9
030823 CPL 145.3 150 55.6 1.63 9.06 8.69 2.0
030824 PL 138.4 135 15.7 2.38 3.74 5.09 1.9
050406 PL 59.1 60 6.4 N/A 1.28 0.57 0.4
050416A PL 144.9 150 3.0 2.32 0.70 1.20 1.0
050714B PL 65.7 60 50.3 2.12 10.66 4.14 0.9
050819 PL 132.6 135 47.3 2.29 10.83 1.51 0.3
050824 PL 129.7 135 26.6 2.05 5.45 1.02 0.3
060219 PL 97.0 90 65.3 1.79 11.69 4.20 0.9
060428B CPL 102.3 105 65.7 1.71 11.24 0.54 0.1
060512 PL 112.7 105 9.7 N/A 1.94 2.00 1.0
060923B PL 62.8 60 9.9 1.86 1.84 3.17 1.6
060926 PL 81.3 75 8.7 1.64 1.43 1.87 1.1
aThe used spectral model of the simulated XRFs. The spectral models and the best fit spectral parameters were taken from Table 3
of Sakamoto et al. (2005) and Table 1 of Sakamoto et al. (2008).
bThe actual off-axis angle of the simulated XRF according to its celestial coordinates, the orientation of the satellite, and the trigger
time of the XRF. “N/A” means that the value is not available because the date is before the launch of RHESSI.
cThe off-axis angle of the used RHESSI detector response function. When the actual off-axis angle θ was not available then we used
θsim = 90
◦.
dThe duration of the XRF. The values were taken from Table 4 of Sakamoto et al. (2005) and Table 1 of Sakamoto et al. (2008).
eThe measured background count rate by RHESSI at the time of the given XRF in the range 25− 1500 keV. “N/A” means that data
were not available.
fThe number of the detector counts by RHESSI due to the background summed over the duration T and in the range 25− 1500 keV.
When the measured nbkg was not available then we assumed mean background count rate nbkg = 2000 cnt s
−1 of all other 18 measured
count rates.
gThe calculated number of counts due to the simulated XRF summed over the duration T , in the range 25− 1500 keV, and assuming
the RHESSI detector response function.
hThe obtained signal-to-noise ratio of the simulated XRF.
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